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Abstract. Many process calculi have been proposed since Robin Milner
and Tony Hoare opened the way more than 25 years ago. Although they
are based on the same kernel of operators, most of them are incompatible
in practice. We aim at reducing the gap between process calculi, and es-
pecially making possible the joint use of underlying tool support. Fsp is
a widely-used calculus equipped with Ltsa, a graphical and user-friendly
tool. Lotos is the only process calculus that has led to an international
standard, and is supported by the Cadp verification toolbox. We pro-
pose a translation from Fsp to Lotos. Since Fsp composite processes
are hard to encode into Lotos, they are translated into networks of au-
tomata which are another input language accepted by Cadp. Hence, it is
possible to use jointly Ltsa and Cadp to validate Fsp specifications. Our
approach is completely automated by a translator tool we implemented.
1 Introduction
Process calculi (or process algebras) are abstract description languages to spec-
ify concurrent systems. The process algebra community has been working on
this topic for 25 years and many different calculi have been proposed. At the
same time, several toolboxes have been implemented to support the design and
verification of systems specified with process calculi. However, although they are
based on the same kernel of operators, most of them are incompatible in practice.
In addition, there is no connection between calculi and very few bridges between
existing verification tools. Our goal is to reduce the gap between the different
formalisms, and to propose some bridges between existing tools to make their
joint use possible.
We focus here on the process calculi Fsp and Lotos. Fsp [16] is a widely-used
and expressive process calculus conceived to make the writing of specifications
easier and concise. Fsp is supported by Ltsa, a user-friendly tool which allows
to compile Fsp specifications into finite state machines known as LTSs (Labelled
Transition Systems), to visualise and animate LTSs through graphical interfaces,
and to verify LTL properties. On the other hand, Lotos is an ISO standard [13],
⋆ ⋆ ⋆ G. Salaün currently works at Universidad de Málaga, Spain (salaun@lcc.uma.es).
which has been applied successfully to many application domains. Lotos is more
structured than Fsp, and then adequate to specify complex systems possibly
involving data types. Lotos is equipped with Cadp [9], a verification toolbox
for asynchronous concurrent systems. Cadp allows to deal with very large state
spaces, and implements various verification techniques such as model checking,
compositional verification, equivalence checking, distributed model checking, etc.
To sum up, the simplicity of Fsp makes it very accessible to everyone, whereas
Lotos requires a better level of expertise. In addition, Cadp is a rich and
efficient verification toolbox which can complement basic analysis possible with
Ltsa. We propose to translate Fsp specifications into Lotos to enable Fsp
users to access the verification means available in the Cadp toolbox. Since some
Fsp constructs for composite processes are difficult to encode into Lotos (for
instance synchronisations between complex labels or priorities), they have been
encoded into the Exp format which is another input format of Cadp. Exp
allows the description of networks of automata using parallel composition, but
also supports renaming, hiding and priorities.
Our goal is not to replace Ltsa, since Ltsa is convenient to debug and visu-
alise graphically simple examples, but to extend it with supplementary verifica-
tion techniques such as those mentioned before. Furthermore, we choose a high-
level translation between process calculi, as most as possible, instead of low-level
connections with Cadp (through the Open/Cæsar application programming
interface [7] for instance) because (i) we preferred to keep the expressiveness of
the specification and then make the translation of most behavioural operators
easier, (ii) high-level models are necessary to use some verification techniques
available in Cadp, such as compositional verification, (iii) verification of the gen-
erated Lotos code can benefit from the numerous optimisations implemented
in the Cæsar.adt and Cæsar [6, 12, 11] compilers of Lotos available in Cadp,
which would be too expensive to re-implement at the Fsp level.
The translation from Fsp to Lotos/Exp is completely automated in a trans-
lator tool we implemented (about 25,000 lines of code). This tool was validated
on many examples (more than 10,000 lines of Fsp) to ensure that the trans-
lation is reliable. As regards semantics, our translation preserves a branching
equivalence relation [22] which is stronger than observational equivalence.
The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. Section 2 gives short
introductions to Fsp, Lotos, and Exp. Section 3 presents some preliminary
definitions that are used in the remainder of the paper. Sections 4 and 5 describe
respectively the translation of Fsp sequential processes into Lotos and of Fsp
composite processes into Exp. In Section 6, we present our tool and its validation.
Section 7 illustrates how Ltsa and Cadp can be used jointly on a simple system.
Section 8 ends with some concluding remarks. More details about this work are
given in an Inria technical report [15].
2 FSP, LOTOS, and EXP
We start with a short description of Fsp (Finite State Processes, see [16] for
a more complete presentation of the language). Fsp can define (i) constants,
ranges, and sets, (ii) basic (i.e., sequential) and composite processes, (iii) safety
and progress properties (not handled in this work). In the grammar of Fsp basic
processes below, an upper case identifier P refers to a process identifier, X (or
x) is a variable, act is a string label, and V is an expression involving arithmetic,
comparison, and logical operators with variables. We discard in this paper local
process definitions as well as the visibility operateur “@”, dual of the hiding
operator, although the full expressiveness of Fsp is taken into account in the
translator we implemented (see Section 6).
PB ::=P(X1=V1, . . . , Xk=Vk) = B process definition
+{Ae1, . . . , Aen} alphabet extension
/{A′r1/Ar1, . . . , A
′
rn/Arn} \{Ah1, . . . , Ahn} relabel + hide
B::=stop | end | error | P(V1, . . . , Vn) terminations + process call
| if V then B1 else B2 if-then-else structure
| when V1 S1 → B1 | . . . | when Vn Sn → Bn choice
| P1(V11, . . . , V1k); . . . ;Pn(Vn1, . . . , Vnl);B sequential composition
S::=A1 → . . . → Ak sequence of labels
A::=L1 . . . Ln label
L::=act action
| V | x : V expression
| {A1, . . . , An} | x : {A1, . . . , An} set of labels
| [V1..V2] | x : [V1..V2] range
Fsp has an expressive syntax to represent labels A, A1, etc. Each label is thus
the concatenation of lower-case identifiers act, expressions V , and integers within
a range “[V1..V2]” where V1 and V2 are integer expressions. A variable x may
be associated to some labels, which allows to reuse them later in the behaviour.
A basic process definition consists of a process name P , a set of parameters
X1, . . . , Xk with default values V1, . . . , Vk, and a sequential behaviour B. This
behaviour can be either relabeled, “A′ri/Ari” meaning that each label in Ari
renames into labels A′ri (a single label may rename into several labels, thus
yielding several transitions), or hidden to the environment, which corresponds
to relabeling into the special action τ . Fsp uses label prefix matching while
applying hiding and relabeling operators. The alphabet of a process consists
of the set of labels (possibly renamed) occurring in B and the supplementary
labels in “{Ae1, . . . , Aen}”. The stop, end, and error behaviours correspond
to deadlock, successfull termination, and erroneous termination. Process call
and if-then-else have a standard semantics. The “|” operator denotes a choice
in which every branch “Si → Bi” whose condition Vi evaluates to true may
execute nondeterministically; Si corresponds to a sequence of labels. Finally, a
sequential composition is made up of a list of process calls requiring that all
these processes terminate. Fsp composite processes are defined as follows:
PC ::=||P(X1=V1, . . . , Xk=Vk) = C process definition
≫ {Ap1, . . . , Apn} \{Ah1, . . . , Ahn} priority + hide
| ||P(X1=V1, . . . , Xk=Vk) = C process definition
≪ {Ap1, . . . , Apn} \{Ah1, . . . , Ahn} priority + hide
C::=SL P(V1, . . . , Vn) /{A
′
r1/Ar1, . . . , A
′
rn/Arn} process call + relabel
| SL (C1|| . . . ||Cn) /{A′r1/Ar1, . . . , A
′
rn/Arn} parallel compo. + relabel
| if V then C1 else C2 if-then-else structure
SL::={A1, . . . , Am}::{A1, . . . , An}: sharing / labeling
A composite process definition consists of a name “||P” (the symbol “||” in-
dicating that P belongs to the class of composite processes), a set of parameters
X1, . . . , Xk with default values V1, . . . , Vk, and a composite behaviour C. Priori-
ties can be assigned to labels in C, “≫” (respectively “≪”) meaning that labels
in “{Ap1, . . . , Apn}” have lower (respectively higher) priority than all other labels
occurring in C. A composite behaviour may be either a call to a basic process, a
parallel composition of composite behaviours synchronising on the intersection
of their alphabets, or a deterministic choice between composite processes. Rela-
beling and hiding are also possible using a syntax similar to basic processes. At
last, Fsp contains two original operators named process labeling “:” and process
sharing “::” which are always used subsequently (first sharing then labeling, see
the grammar above). Process labeling “{A1, . . . , An}:C” generates an interleav-
ing of as many instances of C as there are labels in “{A1, . . . , An}”. All the labels
of each instance are prefixed by the label of “{A1, . . . , An}” associated to this
instance. Process sharing “{A1, . . . , Am}::C” replaces each label l occurring in
C by a choice between labels “{A1l, . . . , Aml}”. As an illustration, the resulting
automata for “||C1 = {a,b}:P” and “||C2 = {a,b}::P” are given below with “P
= comm.END”.
Example 1. The following specification describes a semaphore. The process
ACCESS simulates a client which accesses the critical section protected by the
process SEMAPHORE. The system, called SEMADEMO, is made up of the semaphore in
charge of three resources a, b, c, and of the process which wants to access them.
SEMAPHORE(N=0) = SEMA[N],
SEMA[v:0..1] = ( up -> SEMA[v+1] | when (v>0) down -> SEMA[v-1] ).
ACCESS = ( mutex.down -> critical -> mutex.up -> ACCESS ).
||SEMADEMO = ( {a,b,c}:ACCESS || {a,b,c}::mutex:SEMAPHORE(1) ).
Lotos (Language Of Temporal Ordering Specification) is a specification lan-
guage standardised by ISO [13]. It combines definitions of abstract data types
and algebraic processes. The full syntax of a process is the following:
process P [G1, ..., Gm] (X1:S1, ..., Xn:Sn) : func :=
B where block1, ..., blockp
endproc
A process defines a list of formal gates Gi∈{1,...,m} and of parameters
Xj∈{1,...,n} of sort Sj . Each blockk∈{1,...,p} denotes a data type or process defini-
tion. The functionality func of a process is exit if it ends by an exit behaviour,
or noexit otherwise. The process behaviour B is formalised in the following
grammar. We present only operators that are required for our translation:
B ::= exit termination
| G O1 . . . On [V ] ;B | i;B action prefix
| [V ]->B guarded behaviour
| B1[]B2 choice
| B1>>B2 sequential composition
| hide G1, . . . , Gn in B hiding
| P[G1, . . . , Gn](V1, . . . , Vm) process call
| choice X : T [] B choice on values
O ::= !V | ?X : T emission / reception
V ::= X | f(V1, . . . , Vn) value expression
Gate identifiers G may be complemented with a set of parameters called
offers. An offer has either the form “!V ” which corresponds to the emission
of a value V , or the form “?X : T ” which means the reception of a value of
sort T in a variable X . A single action can contain several offers, and these
offers can be complemented by a guard which constrains the received values. For
instance, “COMM?X:Int[X==1]” means that 1 is the only value that can be received
in X. The guarded behaviour “[V ]->B” means that B is executed only if the
boolean expression V evaluates to true. The sequential composition “B1>>B2”
executes first B1 until it reaches an exit, then B2 is executed. Hiding masks
gates within a behaviour, thus producing an hidden event written i. Cyclic
behaviours may be defined using tail-recursive process calls. The choice on values
“choice X : T [] B” generates a choice between behaviours BV1 , . . . , BVn where
V1, . . . , Vn are all the values of sort T , and variable X is instantiated with value
V1 in BV1 , with value V2 in BV2 , etc.
The main differences between Fsp and Lotos resides in the treatment of
labels. On the one hand, Lotos labels are structured in the form of a static
(i.e., determined at compile time) gate, possibly followed by dynamic (i.e., com-
puted at run-time) offers. Label hiding and label synchronisation are determined
uniquely by the gate. On the other hand, no such distinction between gate and
offers exists in Fsp, where hiding and synchronization depend on full labels, com-
puted at run-time by concatenation of sub-labels and replacement of variables.
This difference constitutes the main difficulty of the translation.
Fortunately, Cadp also provides a tool for communicating automata, called
Exp.Open [14], whose input language (Exp) features more flexible label han-
dling mechanisms than Lotos. Exp allows to describe parallel compositions
of finite state machines using several parallel composition operators, synchro-
nisation vectors, as well as renaming, hiding, cutting, and priority operators.
We present the part of the Exp language that is used in this paper. L1, L
′
1, . . .
represent labels, which are merely character strings.
B ::= total rename L1 → L′1, . . . , Ln → L
′
n in B end rename rename
| total hide L1, . . . , Ln in B end hide hide
| total cut L1, . . . , Ln in B end cut cut
| total prio all but L1, . . . , Ln > L′1, . . . , L
′
k in B end prio priority (1)
| total prio L1, . . . , Ln > all but L′1, . . . , L
′
k in B end prio priority (2)
| B1|||B2 interleaving
| label par L1, . . . , Lm in B1|| . . . ||Bn end par par. compo.
| label par V1, . . . , Vm in B1|| . . . ||Bn end par vect. compo.
V ::= (L1| ) ∗ . . . ∗ (Ln| ) → L vector
Rename and hide respectively define a set of labels to be renamed, and a
set of labels to be hidden in behaviour B. The cut operator is used to cut
the transitions that carry some given labels in a transition system. Priority
expresses that a set of labels have a higher priority than another set of la-
bels. “all but L1, . . . , Ln” represents all labels except L1, . . . , Ln. We intro-
duce three forms of parallel composition: “B1|||B2” means that B1 and B2 run in
parallel without synchronising, “label par L1, . . . , Lm in B1|| . . . ||Bn” means
that B1, . . . , Bn run in parallel and synchronise all together on labels L1, . . . , Lm,
and “label par V1, . . . , Vm in B1|| . . . ||Bn” means that they synchronise fol-
lowing the constraints expressed by the synchronisation vectors V1, . . . , Vm. Pre-
cisely, a vector “l1∗ . . .∗ ln → l” produces a transition labeled l if all Bi such that
“li 6= ” execute all together a transition labeled li. Exp.Open provides alterna-
tive semantics for the hide, rename, cut, prio, and par operators, the precise
semantics used in this paper being determined by the total (which means that
a label matches if it matches a regular expression entirely) and label (which
means that processes synchronise on full labels, and not only on the gate part of
the label) keywords. Finally, we mention Svl [8] (Script Verification Language),
which allows a high-level and concise description of the calls to the different
Cadp tools.
3 Preliminary Definitions
3.1 Environment
When translating an Fsp specification into Lotos/Exp, we need to propagate
along the abstract syntax tree of the Fsp specification, information collected
during the tree traversal. This information is called an environment and is made
of the following objects:
– E is a partial function associating expressions to variables, represented as a
set of couples of the form “x 7→ v”. Environment E will be used during the
translation to store variables defined in Fsp labels but also process parame-
ters and constant definitions. E is initialised with constant definitions which
are global to all processes.
– S is a set of labels used with the “::” Fsp operator, to be shared between
the parallel processes.
– L is a label coming from the “:” Fsp operator, to be distributed as prefix
over the parallel processes.
– R is a relabeling relation represented as a set of elements of the form “l 7→
{l1, . . . , lk}”, which associates sets of new labels to old labels.
– H is a set of labels to be hidden.
– X is a mapping from variables to sets of labels, represented as a set of
elements of the form “x 7→ s”, where s is either a range “(v1, v2)” or a set
of labels “{l1, . . . , lk}”.
An environment is a tuple “〈E, M, X〉” where M is a list of tuples
“〈S, L, R, H〉”. We now define some functions used thereafter to formalise the
translation. Function dom applies to R such that: dom({l1 7→ s1, . . . , lk 7→ sk}) =
{l1, . . . , lk} where si∈{1,...,k} are sets of labels. The dispatching function 7→d as-
sociates every element of one source set to all the elements of a target set:
{l1, . . . , lk} 7→d {l
′
1, . . . , l
′
k} = {l1 7→ {l
′
1, . . . , l
′
k}, . . . , lk 7→ {l
′
1, . . . , l
′
k}}
Function ⊗ concatenates elements of two sets:
{l1, . . . , lk} ⊗ {m1, . . . , mp} = {l1m1, . . . , l1mp, . . . , lkm1, . . . , lkmp}
Function pm is a prefix matching test, which takes as input a label l and a
set of labels, and returns true if one of the labels in the list is a prefix for l:
pm(l, {l1, . . . , ln}) = (∃i ∈ {1, . . . , n})(∃l′) l = lil′
Function newlab takes as input a label l and returns the set of labels after
relabeling by R:
newlab(l, {l1 7→ s1, . . . , lk 7→ sk}) = {l
′
il
′|(∃i ∈ {1, . . . , k}) l = lil
′ ∧ l′i ∈ si}
3.2 Expressions
Function f2le translates Fsp expressions (which are of type integer or string)
into Lotos expressions substituting the values of variables wrt. environment E:
f2le(x, E) = E(x)
f2le(f(V1, . . . , Vn), E) = f(f2le(V1, E), . . . , f2le(Vn, E))
Function vars extracts the variables appearing in an expression:
vars(x) = {x}
vars(f(V1, . . . , Vn)) = vars(V1) ∪ . . . ∪ vars(Vn)
Function type computes the type of an expression, that is either Int or
String. This function is standard, and therefore not defined here.
3.3 Translation of a Label
The translation of an Fsp label is not easy because Fsp labels involve different
notions that have no direct counterpart in Lotos, namely sets, ranges, complex
expressions, and variable definitions. Moreover, hiding or renaming of a label
can only be made after flattening this high-level notation, as computed by Ltsa
while generating transition systems from Fsp specifications. Consequently, we
define two functions, flatten and flattenx, to translate an Fsp label into a set
of Lotos labels. Function flatten expands all the variables appearing in the
label, whereas flattenx translates as often as possible into Lotos variables the
variables defined in the Fsp label. In the following, function flatten is used
instead of the less space-consuming flattenx one when hiding or renaming has
to be applied on the label.
We start with the definition of the flatten function which is called with
an environment E associating one value to every variable appearing in Fsp, and
returns a set of couples (label, environment). In case a variable is assigned several
values (as defined in an Fsp range or set), flatten generates as many labels and
environments as there are values associated to the variable. At this abstract
level, all the label portions are stored in a list using the cons and nil operator.
A variable is defined only once in an Fsp specification, so union between variable
environments can be used instead of an overloading operation.
flatten(L1 . . . Ln, E) =
{(cons(l1, l11), E11 ∪ E1), . . . , (cons(l1, l1m), E1m ∪ E1), . . . ,
(cons(lk, lk1), Ek1 ∪ Ek), . . . , (cons(lk, lkl), Ekl ∪ Ek)}
where {(l1, E1), . . . , (lk, Ek)} = flattenl(L1, E),
{(l11, E11), . . . , (l1m, E1m)} = flatten(L2 . . . Ln, E1), and
{(lk1, Ek1), . . . , (lkl, Ekl)} = flatten(L2 . . . Ln, Ek).
The terminal case is defined on an empty list ε as: flatten(ε, E) = {(nil, E)}
Function flattenl flattens a portion of label. In case of an expression indexed
by a variable, environment E is extended with the variable x and its value v
obtained after evaluation by f2le.
flattenl(act, E) = {(act, E)}
flattenl(V, E) = {(v, E)}
flattenl(x :V, E) = {(v, {x 7→ v} ∪ E)}
where v = f2le(V, E).
In case of sets of labels, all the labels are expanded, and environments up-
dated if necessary.
flattenl({A1, . . . , An}, E) =
{(l11, E11), . . . , (l1k, E1k), . . . , (ln1, En1), . . . , (lnm, Enm)}
flattenl(x:{A1, . . . , An}, E) =
{(l11, {x 7→ l11} ∪ E11), . . . , (l1k, {x 7→ l1k} ∪ E1k), . . . ,
(ln1, {x 7→ ln1} ∪ En1), . . . , (lnm, {x 7→ lnm} ∪ Enm)}
where {(l11, E11), . . . , (l1k, E1k)} = flatten(A1, E), and
{(ln1, En1), . . . , (lnm, Enm)} = flatten(An, E).
In case of ranges, all the integer expressions are computed from the range.
flattenl([V1..V2], E) = {(v1, E), . . . , (vr , E)}
flattenl(x:[V1..V2], E) = {(v1, {x 7→ v1} ∪ E), . . . , (vr, {x 7→ vr} ∪ E)}
where v1 = f2le(V1, E), r = (f2le(V2, E) − f2le(V1, E)) + 1, and
(∀i ∈ {1, . . . , r − 1}) vi+1 = vi + 1.
Example 2. The Fsp label “lab[x:1..2]” is translated using flatten as
two abstract Lotos labels (see Section 7 for the concrete notation):
“cons(lab, cons(1, nil))” and “cons(lab, cons(2, nil))”.
Function flattenx generates Lotos labels keeping variables when the label is
not concerned by relabeling or hiding. Function flattenx returns a set of tuples
“(l, E, X)” where l is a label, E is a variable environment, and X binds variables
which are kept while translating to a range of integer values, or a set of labels.
flattenx(L1 . . . Ln, E, X) = {(cons(l1, l11), E11 ∪ E1, X11 ∪ X1), . . . ,
(cons(l1, l1m), E1m ∪E1, X1m ∪X1), . . . , (cons(lk, lk1), Ek1 ∪Ek, Xk1 ∪Xk),
. . . , (cons(lk, lkl), Ekl ∪ Ek, Xkl ∪ Xk)}
flattenx(ε, E, X) = {(nil, E, X)}
where {(l1, E1, X1), . . . , (lk, Ek, Xk)} = flattenxl(L1, E, X),
{(l11, E11, X11), . . . , (l1m, E1m, X1m)} = flattenx(L2 . . . Ln, E1, X1),
{(lk1, Ek1, Xk1), . . . , (lkl, Ekl, Xkl)} = flattenx(L2 . . . Ln, Ek, Xk),
Function flattenxl translates a portion of an Fsp label into a portion of
a Lotos label. All the variables appearing in the Fsp label are kept taking
advantage of the expressiveness of Lotos offers. Thus, an Fsp set or range is
translated as the variable at hand, and the set or range is stored in X that will
be used during the translation of the full label to generate a guard constraining
the value of the variable. If a variable is part of an expression to be translated,
a new variable (y below) is kept in place of this expression.
flattenxl(act, E, X) = {(act, E, ∅)}
flattenxl(V, E, X) =
{
{(y, {y 7→ y} ∪ E, {y 7→ (v, v)})} if ∃z ∈ vars(V ) ∧ z ∈ X
{(v, E, ∅)} otherwise
flattenxl(x:V, E, X) =
{
{(y, {x 7→ v, y 7→ y} ∪ E, {y 7→ (v, v)})} if ∃z ∈ vars(V ) ∧ z ∈ X
{(v, {x 7→ v} ∪ E, ∅)} otherwise
where v = f2le(V, E).
When translating sets and ranges, several labels with environments E and X
are generated. In case a variable x appears as index of the set (resp. range), x is
kept as a variable in E and the environment X is extended with all the possible
values that can be computed for x from the set (resp. range).
flattenxl({A1, . . . , An}, E, X) = {(l11, E11, X11), . . . , (l1k, E1k, X1k), . . . ,
(ln1, En1, Xn1), . . . , (lnm, Enm, Xnm)}
flattenxl(x:{A1, . . . , An}, E, X) =
{(x, {x 7→ x} ∪ E, {x 7→ {l11, . . . , l1k, . . . , ln1, . . . , lnm}})}
where {(l11, E11, X11), . . . , (l1k, E1k, X1k)} = flattenx(A1, E, X), and
{(ln1, En1, Xn1), . . . , (lnm, Enm, Xnm)} = flattenx(An, E, X).
flattenxl([V1..V2], E, X) =
{
{(y, {y 7→ y} ∪ E, {y 7→ (v1, vr)})} if ∃z ∈ (vars(V1) ∪ vars(V2)) ∧ z ∈ X
{(v1, E, ∅), . . . , (vr, E, ∅)} otherwise
flattenxl(x:[V1..V2], E, X) = {(x, {x 7→ x} ∪ E, {x 7→ (v1, vr)})}
where v1 = f2le(V1, E), r = (f2le(V2, E) − f2le(V1, E)) + 1, and
(∀i ∈ {1, . . . , r − 1}) vi+1 = vi + 1.
Example 3. The Fsp label “lab[x:1..2]” is translated using flattenx in Lotos
as “cons(lab, cons(x, nil))” with a guard “(x ≥ 1)∧ (x ≤ 2)” which restricts the
values of x. Both pieces of specification generate exactly the same labels.
3.4 Hiding or Renaming
Function horr tests if a set of flattened labels is concerned by hiding or renaming,
and is used while translating sequences of labels to decide if variables may be
kept (use of flattenx) or not (use of flatten) in the Lotos code. The list of
tuples “〈S, L, R, H〉” is applied starting by the first tuple since this list is built
adding in head, and tuples have to be applied starting by the most recent one.
horr({l1, . . . , lk}, [〈S1, L1, R1, H1〉, . . . , 〈Sn, Ln, Rn, Hn〉]) =
∨
i∈{1,...,q},j∈{1,...,k}
( pm(simlj , H1) ∨ pm(simlj , dom(R1))
∨ horr({simlj}, [〈S2, L2, R2, H2〉, . . . , 〈Sn, Ln, Rn, Hn〉]) )
where S1 = {s1, . . . , sq}, and L1 = m.
4 Translating FSP Sequential Processes into LOTOS
This section presents function f2lp which translates a sequence of labels, and
function f2lb which generates Lotos code for Fsp sequential processes.
4.1 Sequence of Labels
The translation of a sequence depends if labels have to be modified (renamed
or hidden) during the translation: if it is the case, they are flattened using the
flatten function; otherwise variables are kept and function flattenx is used.
We also recall that an Fsp label may correspond to several labels in Lotos.
Therefore, the translation of a label may generate a choice in Lotos with as
many branches as labels computed by flatten or flattenx.
Hiding or relabeling required. More formally, it means that
horr({l1, . . . , lh}, M) = true where {(l1, E1), . . . , (lh, Eh)} = flatten(A1, E).
f2lp(A1 → . . . → Ak → B, 〈E, M, X〉) =
f2ll(apply(l1, M)) seq(l1, M) f2lp(A2 → . . . → Ak → B, 〈E1 ∪ E, M, X〉)
[] . . . []
f2ll(apply(lh, M)) seq(lh, M) f2lp(A2 → . . . → Ak → B, 〈Eh∪E, M, X〉)
f2lp(B, 〈E, M, X〉) = f2lb(B, 〈E, M, X〉)
The last rule applies when the sequence of labels is empty. Function f2lb
dedicated to the translation of sequential processes is defined in the sequel.
Function apply computes a set of labels resulting of the application in sequence
of the list of tuples on a label. Note that relabeling may replace a single label by
several ones, and that prefixing, relabeling and hiding are successively applied.
apply(l, [〈S1, L1, R1, H1〉, . . . , 〈Sn, Ln, Rn, Hn〉]) =
apply(l′′1 , [〈S2, L2, R2, H2〉, . . . , 〈Sn, Ln, Rn, Hn〉])
∪ . . . ∪
apply(l′′k, [〈S2, L2, R2, H2〉, . . . , 〈Sn, Ln, Rn, Hn〉])
where S1 = {s1, . . . , sq}, L1 = m, {l1, . . . , lp} = {s1ml, . . . , sqml},
{l′1, . . . , l
′
r} = applyR(l1, R1) ∪ applyR(lp, R1), and
{l′′1 , . . . , l
′′
k} = applyH(l
′
1, R1) ∪ applyH(l
′
r, R1).
Functions applyR and applyH are resp. in charge of renaming and hiding.
applyR(l, R) =
{
newlab(l, R) if pm(l, dom(R))
l otherwise
applyH(l, H) =
{
i if pm(l, H)
l otherwise.
Function f2ll generates a Lotos choice from a set of labels.
f2ll({l1, . . . , ln}) =
{
l1 if n = 1
l1;exit [] . . . [] ln;exit otherwise
Function seq chooses the Lotos sequential composition “≫” as sequence
operator when this operator is preceded by a behaviour (a choice among several
labels), and the Lotos action prefix “;” when preceded by a single label.
seq(l, M) =
{
≫ if |apply(l, M)| > 1
; otherwise
No hiding or relabeling required. In this case, there is
horr({l1, . . . , lm}, M) = false where {(l1, E1), . . . , (lm, Em)} = flatten(A1, E).
f2lp(A1 → . . . → Ak → B, 〈E, M, X〉) =
f2ll(apply(l1, M), X1 ∪ X) seq(l1, M, X1 ∪ X)
f2lp(A2 → . . . → Ak → B, 〈E1 ∪ E, M, X1 ∪ X〉)
[] . . . []
f2ll(apply(lh, M), Xh ∪ X) seq(lh, M, Xh ∪ X)
f2lp(A2 → . . . → Ak → B, 〈Eh ∪ E, M, Xh ∪ X〉)
f2lp(B, 〈E, M, X〉) = f2lb(B, 〈E, M, X〉)
where {(l1, E1, X1), . . . , (lh, Eh, Xh)} = flattenx(A1, E, X).
Extra variables in X generated while flattening labels using flattenx (see for
instance the second rule of flattenxl, page 9) are not considered below because
they make the notation concise but are not used in the following of the behaviour.
f2ll({l1, . . . , ln}, X) =
{
l1 if n = 1
l1[G];exit(x1, . . . , xp) [] . . . [] ln[G];exit(x1, . . . , xp) otherwise
where X = {x1 7→ D1, . . . , xp 7→ Dp}, and
G = f2lt(x1 7→ D1) ∧ . . . ∧ f2lt(xp 7→ Dp).
Function f2lt generates guards from tuples of X . These guards are used to
constrain the values of variables introduced in the translation of labels.
f2lt(x 7→ (v1, v2)) = (x ≥ v1) ∧ (x ≤ v2)
f2lt(x 7→ {l1, . . . , lk}) = (x = l1) ∨ . . . ∨ (x = lk)
Finally, function seq makes the variable passing explicit when the Lotos
sequential composition “≫” is chosen as sequence operator. This is mandatory
compared to the expanded translation of labels since variables are preserved here
and can be used in the rest of the behaviour.
seq(l, M, X) =
{
≫ accept x1 : T1, . . . , xp : Tp in if |apply(l, M)| > 1
; otherwise
where X = {x1 7→ D1, . . . , xp 7→ Dp}, and T1 = type(x1), . . . , Tp = type(xp).
4.2 Sequential Processes
Fsp sequential processes are translated into Lotos processes. Fsp allows the
definition of local processes which are translated as local processes into Lotos
as well. We only present the translation of a process without local definitions,
although this structuring is taken into account into the tool we have implemented
(see Section 6). Now, we define the translation from Fsp to Lotos as a function
f2lb. Function func computing the process functionality is defined in [15]. Note
also that only two concrete Lotos gates are generated by our translation: EVENT
which prefixes all the regular Fsp labels, and EVENT ERROR which is used to
encode the Fsp error termination.
f2lb(P(X1=V1, . . . , Xk=Vk) = B + {Ae1, . . . , Aen}
/{A′r1/Ar1, . . . , A
′
rn/Arn} \{Ah1, . . . , Ahn}, 〈E, M, X〉) =
process P [EVENT,EVENT ERROR] (X1 : T1, . . . , Xk : Tk) : func(B) :=
f2lb(B, 〈E0, [〈∅, ∅, R0, H0〉, M ], X〉)
endproc
where T1 = type(V1), . . . , Tk = type(Vk), E0 = {X1 7→ V1, . . . , Xk 7→ Vk}∪E,
{(lr11, Er11), . . . , (lr1k, Er1k)} = flatten(Ar1, E),
{(l′r11, E
′
r11), . . . , (l
′
r1k, E
′
r1k)} = flatten(A
′
r1, E),
{(lrn1, Ern1), . . . , (lrnk, Ernk)} = flatten(Arn, E),
{(l′rn1, E
′
rn1), . . . , (l
′
rnk, E
′
rnk)} = flatten(A
′
rn, E),
R0 = {{lr11, . . . , lr1k} 7→d {l
′
r11, . . . , l
′
r1k}, . . . ,
{lrn1, . . . , lrnk} 7→d {l′rn1, . . . , l
′
rnk}},
{(lh11, Eh11), . . . , (lh1k, Eh1k)} = flatten(Ah1, E),
{(lhn1, Ehn1), . . . , (lhnk, Ehnk)} = flatten(Ahn, E), and
H0 = {lh11, . . . , lh1k, . . . , lhn1, . . . , lhnk}.
Usual terminations (stop and end) have direct equivalent in Lotos. The
error termination is translated using a P ERROR process whose behaviour is an
endless loop on an EVENT ERROR label.
f2lb(stop, 〈E, M, X〉) = stop
f2lb(end, 〈E, M, X〉) = exit
f2lb(error, 〈E, M, X〉) = P ERROR [EVENT ERROR]
A process call is translated as is with as parameter its list of arguments.
f2lb(P(V1, . . . , Vn), 〈E, M, X〉) =
P [EVENT,EVENT ERROR] (f2le(V1, E), . . . , f2le(Vn, E))
The if structure is encoded as a Lotos choice with two branches respectively
encoding the then and else part of the Fsp behaviour.
f2lb(if V then B1 else B2, 〈E, M, X〉) =
[f2le(V, E)]-> f2lb(B1, 〈E, M, X〉)
[]
[¬f2le(V, E)]-> f2lb(B2, 〈E, M, X〉)
The Fsp choice is translated into a Lotos choice with guards.
f2lb(when V1 S1 → B1| . . . |when Vn Sn → Bn, 〈E, M, X〉) =
[f2le(V1, E)]-> f2lp(S1 → B1, 〈E, M, X〉)
[] . . . []
[f2le(Vn, E)]-> f2lp(Sn → Bn, 〈E, M, X〉)
Last, a sequential composition is translated similarly in Lotos.
f2lb(P1(V11, . . . , V1k); . . . ;Pn(Vn1, . . . , Vnl);B, 〈E, M, X〉) =
P1[EVENT,EVENT ERROR](f2le(V11, E), . . . , f2le(V1k, E)) ≫ . . . ≫
Pn[EVENT,...](f2le(Vn1, E), . . . , f2le(Vnl, E)) ≫ f2lb(B, 〈E, M, X〉)
No variables are passed along the Lotos sequential composition because
processes involved in the composition are independent of each other: each process
has to terminate correctly before starting the next one. In addition, Lotos local
processes are generated for each process called in the sequential composition.
This is needed to apply the environment (and possible renaming or hiding) to
the definitions of referred processes. As an example, process P1 is translated as
follows, where P̂1 is the process definition of P1:
process P1 [EVENT,EVENT ERROR] (X1 : T1, . . . , Xk : Tk) : func(P̂1) :=
f2lb(P̂1, 〈E0, M, X〉)
endproc
where T1 = type(V1), . . . , Tk = type(Vk), E0 = {X1 7→ V1, . . . , Xk 7→ Vk}∪E.
5 Translating FSP Composite Processes into EXP
Encoding Fsp composite processes into Lotos is tedious for several reasons:
– Lotos hiding and synchronisation constructs operate on gates, whereas Fsp
constructs operate on full labels (which are gates + offers in Lotos).
– Lotos has no renaming operator. The only way to rename a gate in Lotos
is to instantiate a process with an actual gate different from the formal one.
Such a renaming is not always satisfactory, because it only permits injective
renaming (different gates cannot be renamed into the same gate), whereas
non-injective renaming is allowed in Fsp.
– Lotos does not have a priority operator. The only way to express it is by
refactoring the specification to only allow labels with high priority to be
executed when necessary.
Consequently, we chose to translate Fsp composite processes into the Exp format
instead of Lotos. Translation of an Fsp composite process into Exp is made
up of three steps. First, all the Fsp sequential processes are translated into
Lotos using function f2lb presented in Section 4. This translation takes into
account the possible parameters coming with the process call. Then, Svl [8]
scripts are automatically derived to generate a Bcg file (which is a computer
representation for state/transition models) for each sequential process translated
into Lotos. These Bcg descriptions of processes are used in the last step, namely
the translation of Fsp composite processes into Exp.
Function f2lc translates composite processes into Exp specifications. The
abstract notation “l.∗” matches labels with l as prefix, and is used to take the
prefix matching into account while hiding labels. The environment is only used
during the translation of composite processes to store values of process param-
eters. This is due to the top-down approach our translation is based on, and to
the fact that all the Fsp operators are directly expressed in Exp.
f2lc( ||P(X1=V1, . . . , Xk=Vk) =
C ≫ {Ap1, . . . , Apn} \{Ah1, . . . , Ahn}, 〈E, M, X〉 ) =
total hide lh11, lh11.∗, . . . , lh1k, lh1k.∗,
. . . , lhn1, lhn1.∗, . . . , lhnk, lhnk. ∗ in
total prio all but lp11, . . . , lp1k, . . . , lpn1, . . . , lpnk >
lp11, . . . , lp1k, . . . , lpn1, . . . , lpnk in
f2lc(C, 〈E0, M, X〉)
end prio
end hide
f2lc( ||P(X1=V1, . . . , Xk=Vk) =
C ≪ {Ap1, . . . , Apn} \{Ah1, . . . , Ahn}, 〈E, M, X〉 ) =
total hide lh11, lh11.∗, . . . , lh1k, lh1k.∗, . . . ,
lhn1, lhn1.∗, . . . , lhnk, lhnk. ∗ in
total prio lp11, . . . , lp1k, . . . , lpn1, . . . , lpnk >
all but lp11, . . . , lp1k, . . . , lpn1, . . . , lpnk in
f2lc(C, 〈E0, M, X〉)
end prio
end hide
where T1 = type(V1), . . . , Tk = type(Vk), E0 = {X1 7→ V1, . . . , Xk 7→ Vk}∪E,
{(lh11, Eh11), . . . , (lh1k, Eh1k)} = flatten(Ah1, E),
{(lhn1, Ehn1), . . . , (lhnk, Ehnk)} = flatten(Ahn, E),
{(lp11, Ep11), . . . , (lp1k, Ep1k)} = flatten(Ap1, E), and
{(lpn1, Epn1), . . . , (lpnk, Epnk)} = flatten(Apn, E).
As regards the translation of a process call into Exp, process P is duplicated
in as many interleaved processes P as there are labels in the labeling set with
all the labels of process P prefixed by one label of this set, respectively m1, m2,
etc. The “label par” statement is used below for renaming purposes, since the
rename statement existing in Exp does not allow to rename a single label into
several labels (thus producing several transitions from a single one). Therefore,
we use synchronisation vectors (usually used for synchronisation purposes) to
rename labels (vectorsr), and to prefix all the labels of the process by the labels
defined in S (vectorsp). Function alpha computing the alphabet of a process is
defined in [15].
f2lc(SL P(V1, . . . , Vn) /{A′r1/Ar1, . . . , A
′
rn/Arn}, 〈E, M, X〉) =
label par vectorsr(R0, alpha(SL P(V1, . . . , Vn), 〈E, M, X〉)) in
label par
vectorsp({s1, . . . , sk}, {m1} ⊗ alpha(P(V1, . . . , Vn), 〈E, M, X〉)) in
f2lpr(P(V1, . . . , Vn), 〈E, M, X〉)
end par
||| . . . |||
label par
vectorsp({s1, . . . , sk}, {mp} ⊗ alpha(P(V1, . . . , Vn), 〈E, M, X〉)) in
f2lpr(P(V1, . . . , Vn), 〈E, M, X〉)
end par
end par
where {s1, . . . , sk} = flattensh(SL, E), {m1, . . . , mp} = flattenlb(SL, E),
{(l11, E11), . . . , (l1k, E1k)} = flatten(Ar1, E),
{(l′11, E
′
11), . . . , (l
′
1k, E
′
1k)} = flatten(A
′
r1, E),
{(ln1, En1), . . . , (lnk, Enk)} = flatten(Arn, E),
{(l′n1, E
′
n1), . . . , (l
′
nk, E
′
nk)} = flatten(A
′
rn, E), and
R0 = {{l11, . . . , l1k} 7→d {l′11, . . . , l
′
1k}, . . . ,
{ln1, . . . , lnk} 7→d {l′n1, . . . , l
′
nk}}.
Functions flattensh and flattenlb flatten the sets of labels used as prefixes:
flattensh({A1, . . . , Am}::{A1, . . . , An}:, E) = flatten({A1, . . . , Am}, E)
flattenlb({A1, . . . , Am}::{A1, . . . , An}:, E) = flatten({A1, . . . , An}, E)
Auxiliary functions f2lpr, vectorsr , and vectorsp are now defined. Function
f2lpr refers to the Bcg file generated previously from the Lotos code if it is
a sequential process, or calls the f2lc function if it is a composite process. We
present a simplified version of f2lpr since a same process can be referred several
times with different parameters. In our translator tool, we indexed such processes
with numbers to distinguish their different instances.
f2lpr(P(V1, . . . , Vn), 〈E, M, X〉) =
{
"P.bcg" if is sequential(P )
f2lc(P(X̂1=V1, . . . , X̂n=Vn)=P̂ , 〈E, M, X〉) otherwise
where X̂i∈{1,...,n} refers to formal parameter identifiers, and Vi∈{1,...,n} refer
to actual values for them.
Function vectorr generates vectors with as left part a single element corre-
sponding to the label to rename, and as right part its new name. Labels which
are not concerned by relabeling preserve their original name.
vectorsr(R, {l1, . . . , lp}) =
{
l1 -> l1, vectorsr(R, {l2, . . . , lp}) if newlab(l1, R) = ∅
l1 -> n1, . . . ,l1 -> nq, vectorsr(R, {l2, . . . , lp}) otherwise
where {n1, . . . , nq} = newlab(l1, R).
Function vectorp generates vectors with as left part the label to extend, and
derives from it a new label with a prefix taken into a set of prefixes. All the
combinations are computed for the set of labels and prefixes in input. Function
cat corresponds to the concatenation of lists.
vectorsp({s1, . . . , sk}, {l1, . . . , lp}) =
l1 -> cat(s1, l1), . . .,l1 -> cat(sk, l1), vectorsp({s1, . . . , sk}, {l2, . . . , lp})
Similarly to the translation of a process call, for a parallel composition, in-
terleaving of processes is derived, as well as renaming and prefixing using respec-
tively vectorsr and vectorsp functions. Synchronisation sets are made explicit.
Below, the composite process C1 synchronise with the rest of the involved pro-
cesses on labels I1, . . . , Iq.
f2lc(SL (C1|| . . . ||Cn) /{A′r1/Ar1, . . . , A
′
rn/Arn}, 〈E, M, X〉) =
label par I1, . . . , Iq in
(
label par vectorsr(R0, alpha(SL C1, 〈E, M, X〉)) in
label par
vectorsp({s1, . . . , sk}, {m1} ⊗ alpha(C1, 〈E, M, X〉)) in
f2lc(C1, 〈E, M, X〉)
end par
end par
||| . . . |||
label par vectorsr(R0, alpha(SL C1, 〈E, M, X〉)) in
label par
vectorsp({s1, . . . , sk}, {mp} ⊗ alpha(C1, 〈E, M, X〉)) in
f2lc(C1, 〈E, M, X〉)
end par
end par
)
|| f2lc(SL (C2|| . . . ||Cn) /{A′r1/Ar1, . . . , A
′
rn/Arn}, 〈E, M, X〉)
end par
where {I1, . . . , Iq} = alpha(SL C1 /{A′r1/Ar1, . . . , A
′
rn/Arn}, 〈E, M, X〉),
∩ alpha(SL (C2|| . . . ||Cn) /{A′r1/Ar1, . . . , A
′
rn/Arn}, 〈E, M, X〉),
{s1, . . . , sk} = flattensh(SL, E), {m1, . . . , mp} = flattenlb(SL, E),
{(lr11, Er11), . . . , (lr1k, Er1k)} = flatten(Ar1, E),
{(l′r11, E
′
r11), . . . , (l
′
r1k, E
′
r1k)} = flatten(A
′
r1, E),
{(lrn1, Ern1), . . . , (lrnk, Ernk)} = flatten(Arn, E),
{(l′rn1, E
′
rn1), . . . , (l
′
rnk, E
′
rnk)} = flatten(A
′
rn, E), and
R0 = {{lr11, . . . , lr1k} 7→d {l′r11, . . . , l
′
r1k}, . . . ,
{lrn1, . . . , lrnk} 7→d {l′rn1, . . . , l
′
rnk}}.
The if construct is translated as for sequential processes.
f2lc(if V then C1 else C2, 〈E, M, X〉) =
{
f2lc(C1, 〈E, M, X〉) if f2le(V, E)
f2lc(C2, 〈E, M, X〉) otherwise
6 Tool and Validation
Translator Tool. We developed an automatic translator from Fsp to Lotos
using the Syntax and Lotos nt compiler construction technologies [10]. The
tool consists of about 5,000 lines of Syntax, 20,000 lines of Lotos nt, and 500
lines of C. This implementation was split into two main steps: (i) parsing the Fsp
language and storing the result into an abstract syntax tree, (ii) translating the
abstract syntax tree into semantically equivalent Lotos code. The parsing task
was difficult since Syntax accepts only LALR(1) grammar as input. Therefore,
the abstract Fsp grammar as formalised in [16] was refined to a concrete gram-
mar free of ambiguities. We validated the translator on about 10,500 lines of Fsp
specifications (approx. 2,400 Fsp processes) that we reused from [16] or wrote
ourselves. In the latter case, we tried to systematically explore all the expressive-
ness that allows the Fsp notation to ensure robustness of our translation. These
10,500 lines of Fsp correspond after translation to about 72,000 lines of Lotos,
2,000 lines of Svl, and 8,000 lines of Exp. This large number of Lotos lines
has two main explanations: (i) Lotos is more verbose than Fsp, for instance
there are more keywords, or gates have to be made explicit; (ii) although we
keep variables as often as possible, our translation of Fsp sequential processes
may flatten labels whereas Fsp allows a concise notation for them.
Correctness of the Translation. It is essential to preserve the semantics
of the source language after translation into the target one. Indeed, any verifi-
cation performed with Cadp on the specification obtained after translation has
to be valid for the initial specification. Our translation preserves semantics of
both process calculi wrt. a branching equivalence relation [22]. Branching equiv-
alence is the strongest of the weak equivalences found in the literature. Unlike
strong equivalence, branching equivalence does not require a strict matching of τ
transitions. This is exactly what we need since sequential composition in Lotos
induces τ transitions which do not appear in the semantics of Fsp. Semantics
preservation modulo branching equivalence is important as it ensures that the
properties restricted to visible actions (e.g., safety and fair liveness) verified on
the Lotos specification are indeed properties of the Fsp specification. One draw-
back of branching equivalence might be that it does not preserve τ cycles. For
instance, two systems can be branching equivalent even if one system contains
a τ cycle which does not appear in the other. However, our translation ensures
that all the τ cycles in the Fsp specification are preserved in the Lotos one,
and no new cycle is introduced.
We checked on all the examples that we used for validation that branching
equivalence is preserved by our translation. For each specification, this test is
performed on LTSs generated by Ltsa and Cadp wrt. the semantics of their
respective notations. It was verified automatically using Bisimulator [2] for
nontrivial examples. Bisimulator is a tool of the Cadp toolbox which allows
to verify the most common notions of behavioural equivalences. The equivalence
test cannot be applied directly because Fsp labels generated by Ltsa and Lo-
tos labels generated by Cadp do not follow the same syntactic conventions.
Additionally, the Fsp hidden event tau corresponds to i in Lotos, and the Lo-
tos termination event exit has no counterpart in Fsp. However, Cadp allows
to systematically transform an LTS with Fsp conventions into one with Lotos
conventions, by renaming and cutting labels that match some predefined regular
expressions.
7 Application
In this section, we focus on the specification of a semaphore. We present several
refinements of this specification, and show how the use of Ltsa is complemented
by the use of Cadp based on the translation from Fsp to Lotos/Exp. The
starting point is the specification of the semaphore given in Fsp in Example 1.
The resulting automaton is made up of 7 states and 9 transitions.
A first refinement is to extend the number of resources (“{a,b,c}” but also
“{1,2,3}”) being concerned by the mutual exclusion as well as the number of
accesses. This result is obtained by this new specification:
||SEMADEMO1 = ( {a,b,c}:ACCESS
|| {a,b,c,[1..3]}::mutex:SEMAPHORE(1) || [1..3]:ACCESS ).
from which Ltsa generates an automaton with 13 states and 18 transitions.
The next step aims at duplicating both semaphores so that each semaphore is
in charge of a single resource.
||SEMADEMO2 =
( {a,b,c}:ACCESS || {a,b,c}::mutex:SEMAPHORE(1)
|| [1..3]::mutex:SEMAPHORE(1) || [1..3]:ACCESS ).
The resulting automaton contains 49 states and 126 transitions and be-
comes difficult to analyse visually, because all the transitions between resources
“{a,b,c}” and “{1,2,3}” are interleaved. The last refinement defines the spec-
ification as a composition of two composite processes being dedicated to one
resource.
||C_P = ( {a,b,c}:ACCESS || {a,b,c}::mutex:SEMAPHORE(1) ).
||C_Q = ( [1..3]:ACCESS || [1..3]::mutex:SEMAPHORE(1) ).
||SEMADEMO3 = ( C_P || C_Q ).
The automaton generated by Ltsa has the same number of states and transi-
tions as the former system, but it is impossible to claim that both specifications
(SEMADEMO2 and SEMADEMO3) are equivalent. At this level, we use the translation
to check this equivalence with the Cadp toolbox. We show first some pieces of
the code obtained by our translation. The Fsp process SEMAPHORE is translated
as follows in Lotos:
process SEMAPHORE [EVENT,EVENT_ERROR] (N:Int): noexit :=
SEMA [EVENT,EVENT_ERROR] (N)
where
process SEMA [EVENT,EVENT_ERROR] (N:Int): noexit :=
EVENT !CONS(UP,NIL); SEMA[EVENT,EVENT_ERROR](N+POS(1))
[]
[V>POS(0)]-> EVENT !CONS(DOWN,NIL); SEMA[EVENT,EVENT_ERROR](N-POS(1))
endproc
endproc
The concrete notation for Lotos labels is slightly different from the abstract
notation we introduced in Section 3. Indeed, a label is systematically represented
by the EVENT gate followed by an offer consisting of a list of items of types Int
and String, using the following data type:
type Label is IntegerNumber, String
sorts Label
opns CONS (*! constructor *) : String, Label -> Label
CONS (*! constructor *) : Int, Label -> Label
NIL (*! constructor *) : -> Label
endtype
If variables appear in one label, the Lotos choice construct is used to
distinguish variables and regular string labels. For instance, the Fsp label
“lab[x:1..2]” is translated in Lotos using the aforementioned concrete syn-
tax as:
choice X:Int []
EVENT !CONS (LAB, CONS (X, NIL)) [(X>=POS(1)) and (X<=POS(2))]
Now we show a piece of Exp code generated for the C P process defined in
the SEMADEMO3 system. Processes ACCESS and SEMAPHORE synchronise on the set of
labels appearing at the beginning of the Exp description. This example shows
how prefixing labels of ACCESS by B is done using synchronisation vectors, and
how the exit label is cut within sequential processes.
label par
"EVENT !CONS (A, CONS (MUTEX, CONS (DOWN, NIL)))",
"EVENT !CONS (A, CONS (MUTEX, CONS (UP, NIL)))",
"EVENT !CONS (B, CONS (MUTEX, CONS (DOWN, NIL)))", ...
in
label par
"EVENT !CONS (MUTEX, CONS (DOWN, NIL))"
-> "EVENT !CONS (B, CONS(MUTEX, CONS (DOWN, NIL)))",
"EVENT !CONS (CRITICAL, NIL)"
-> "EVENT !CONS (B, CONS (CRITICAL, NIL))" ,
"EVENT !CONS (MUTEX, CONS (UP, NIL))"
-> "EVENT !CONS (B, CONS (MUTEX, CONS (UP, NIL)))"
in
total cut exit in "ACCESS.bcg" end cut
end par
||
... total cut exit in "SEMAPHORE.bcg" end cut ...
end par
Processes SEMADEMO2 and SEMADEMO3 translated into Lotos/Exp have been
checked strongly equivalent using the Bisimulator tool of the Cadp toolbox.
We illustrated here the use of equivalence checking on Fsp designs, but other
Cadp verification techniques can be used to complement Ltsa validation, such
as distributed, compositional, or on-the-fly verification to tackle the state ex-
plosion problem, or efficient model checking techniques available in Evalua-
tor [17]. Last, the debugging stage using Cadp does not add any complexity
for designers because labels used in counter-examples may be translated in Fsp
format (see Section 6) using renaming facilities available in Cadp.
8 Concluding Remarks
In this paper, our motivation was to reduce the gap between existing tool sup-
port for process calculi. We chose here the popular process calculus Fsp and
the international standard Lotos. Fsp is based on an expressive and concise
notation. Therefore, we proposed a translation from Fsp to Lotos (and Exp)
to make the joint use of Ltsa and Cadp possible for Fsp users. The transla-
tion is completely automated by a tool we implemented. This translator will be
integrated in a future release of the Cadp toolbox.
As regards related work, to the best of our knowledge, the only proposals
focusing on high-level translations between process algebras have been made in
the hardware area [20, 23]. Their common goal is to allow verification of asyn-
chronous circuits and architectures. Beyond that, the most related set of works
are those advocating the encoding of process calculi (mainly Acp, Ccs, Csp and
their dialects) into higher-order logics, inputs of theorem provers such as Hol,
Pvs, Isabelle [18, 4, 21, 1] or into the B method [3]. Motivations of these works
are to take advantage of the formal verification means available for the target
formalism. Theorem proving allows to fight the state explosion problem and to
deal with infinite automata, but is not suitable to prove temporal properties. We
preferred model checking because it makes verification steps easier thanks to a
full automation and its adequacy to automata-based models.
A first future work is to apply our approach on complex systems, such as
web service models described first in Bpel or Ws-Cdl, and then automati-
cally translated into Fsp for analysis purposes [5]. In this case, many interacting
services can involve huge underlying state spaces which can be generated and
minimised using the optimised means of Cadp. Moreover, equivalence checking
available in Cadp can help in web services to ensure that an abstract specifi-
cation of a problem and its solution described as a composition of services are
equivalent [19]. Another perspective is to take Fsp safety and progress proper-
ties into account, and to translate them into regular alternation-free mu-calculus
formulas, input format of the on-the-fly model checker Evaluator [17].
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